Introduction {#s1}
============

There are three larval stages in the development of *Drosophila*, L1--L3 ([@bib42]; [@bib8]; [@bib6]). Ventrally, each segment of the abdominal epidermis has a belt of thorny denticles ([@bib28]; [@bib13]; [@bib6]; [@bib33]). Each belt is built by seven lines of cells ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that together produce seven imperfectly defined rows of denticles ([@bib36]; [@bib48]); denticle rows 0 and 1 are made by cells of the posterior compartment (P) ([@bib13]) and rows 2--7 by the anterior compartment (A). The denticles in rows 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 point backwards while those in rows 0, 1 and 4 point forwards ([@bib28]). The cells that make denticle rows 2 and 5 in the embryo have also an additional function: they are the tendon cells that link epidermal cells to muscles ([Figure 1C--E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib23]; [@bib45]; reviewed in [@bib44]).10.7554/eLife.01569.003Figure 1.The arrangement of epithelial cells differs between embryo and larva.Anterior is to the left in all figures. (**A** and **B**) An embryo is shown in (**A**) and the pre-L3 (i.e., the new third instar epidermis developing under the second instar cuticle) in (**B**). The seven rows of pre-denticles are numbered and arrows indicate the ventral midline. The pre-denticles are labelled with utrp::GFP and the cell outlines with DE-cad::GFP (both in green). Posterior cells and pre-denticles (rows 1 in (**A**) and rows 0 and 1 in (**B**)) show red because *en.GAL4* is driving expression of *UAS.cherry::moesin* in the entire P compartment. (**C** and **D**) Embryo (**C**) and pre-L3 (**D**). Pre-denticles labelled with utrp::GFP as above. The muscle-attaching tendon cells are marked by *sr.GAL4* driving expression of *UAS.cherry::moesin* (red). In the embryo (**C**) *sr.GAL4* marks the pre-denticles of rows 2 and 5, made by the two lines of tendon cells in the embryo. In the pre-L3 larva (**D**) note the actin palisades in the tendon cells that are labelled in both green and red. In the larva, no pre-denticles are made by these two lines of cells. (**E** and **F**) show the cuticular denticles of the L1 (**E**) and L3 (**F**) larvae. Scale bars are 10 µm. (**G**) Diagrams of the embryonic and larval ventral epithelium. The green numbers indicate rows of denticles in L1, the red numbers in L2 and L3. Their polarities are indicated. Note the many changes between embryo and larvae (see also [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01569.003](10.7554/eLife.01569.003)

During each moult cycle, the larval epidermis secretes a new cuticle under the old one and when this process is completed, the old cuticle is sloughed off. Over the two larval moult cycles the epidermal cells do not change in number, but they undergo endoreplication of their DNA and grow considerably ([@bib14]). Here we describe how the epidermal cells behave during the three larval stages and ask how the patterns of muscle attachments and cuticular denticles are maintained.

Results and discussion {#s2}
======================

Denticles are formed differently in the embryo and the larva {#s2-1}
------------------------------------------------------------

During embryogenesis, the actin-based pre-denticles, the precursors of the cuticular denticles, are formed temporarily at the apico-posterior limits of the cells and all point backwards ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib9]). However, by the L1 stage the completed denticles of rows 1 and 4 now point forwards ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib28]) and it is not clear when or how this change of polarity occurs. However, our observations suggest that rows 1 and 4 have broader cells and start to behave differently from the other rows shortly before stage 16, at the beginning of cuticle formation ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.01569.004Figure 2.Convergent extension in the anteroposterior axis between pre-L1 and L2.(**A**) Mid stage embryo with pre-denticles. The seven rows of pre-denticles (1--7) are indicated. At first all pre-denticles are found on the posterior boundaries of the appropriate rows. However, in later embryos pre-denticle rows 1 and 4, the two rows that will make denticles pointing forwards, are now situated near the middle of the cells. This suggests that some movement of the pre-denticles may be part of polarity reversal. Also it may be relevant that cell lines I and IV of the embryo are the only lines that make extra lines of cells in the larva, and therefore contribute to convergent extension. Labelling for (**A**--**E**): The pre-denticles are labelled with utrp::GFP and the cell outlines with DE-cad::GFP (**A** and **B**) or DE-cad::tomato (**C**--**E**). (**B**) Late stage embryo, before moulting to L1 but after actin pre-denticles have gone. The pattern is similar to the earlier embryo, with two lines of cells between the tendon cells (II and V). (**C**) Mid stage embryo showing the marked portion of the epidermis. The rectangle demarcates a segment in the anteroposterior axis and the region between the pair of ventral sensorial papillae (p1) ([@bib8]) in the mediolateral axis. The total number of cells and the numbers along the axes were counted, see (**F**). (**D**) The pre-L2 stage. By this stage the cells have rearranged and extended in the anteroposterior axis: the number of cells in that axis has increased from ca 14 to 18 cells per segment. The fixed rectangle has changed shape dramatically but contains the same number of cells as in the embryo ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This change of dimensions is due to convergent extension that involves cell rearrangement as well as alterations in the shapes of cells. (**E**) The pre-L3 stage. The pattern of cells and the shape of the fixed rectangle resembles that in the pre-L2. (**F**) Quantitation of the evidence for convergent extension: Boxplots ([@bib18]) of the number of cells enclosed by fixed pattern landmarks remains the same while these cells extend in the anteroposterior axis and narrow in the mediolateral axis. Pairwise comparisons using t tests with Bonferroni adjustment (ns = not significant, \*\*\* = p\<0.001).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01569.004](10.7554/eLife.01569.004)

Actin pre-denticles are also found in the epidermis of the later parts of L1 and L2 as they each begin to construct the subsequent stage (we call such larvae pre-L2 and pre-L3). The pre-denticles do not all point backwards: in both pre-L2 and pre-L3 stages the pre-denticles of rows 1 and 4 point forwards ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Row 0 denticles, which are present in only the L2 and L3 stages, also come from pre-denticles that point anteriorly. Therefore, unlike the embryonic pre-denticles, all the larval pre-denticles are an accurate harbinger of the orientation of the denticles that they will make.

The arrangement of the epithelial cells changes during larval development {#s2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The larva grows substantially and moults twice with only subtle changes to the pattern ([@bib8]; [@bib22]). It has been assumed that the cells become polytene as they do in *Calliphora* ([@bib34]), and that they neither divide nor die. These assumptions led to the reasonable expectations that the arrangement of the cells as well as their identities are conserved throughout the three larval stages ([@bib42]; [@bib8]; [@bib22]; [@bib3]; [@bib6]). However, as we now demonstrate, both these expectations are mistaken.

In the embryo, the lines of epidermal cells that will produce the denticles of L1 are more tightly compacted than those cells that do not produce denticles ([@bib36]; [@bib48]) and include tendon cells that themselves make the pre-denticles of rows 2 and 5 ([Figures 1C and 2](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib23]). Note that in what follows there are generalisations as accurate as we can make them but, in truth, each segment differs slightly from the next. Sometimes the lines of cells and the denticle rows are incomplete or partially duplicated, occasional cells are difficult to allocate or sit in an ambiguous position. The tendon cells are separated by the two lines of cells that will make denticle rows 3 and 4 ([Figure 1C,E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The embryonic P compartment is two-cells wide in the anteroposterior axis, the posterior of these two lines of cells making row 1 denticles ([Figure 1A,G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib13]). In the larva, the arrangement of the cells differs from the embryo in three major respects: first, unlike the tendon cells of the embryo, the tendon cells of the larva do not themselves make denticles. One row of tendon cells is located between denticle rows 1 and 2 and the other between denticle rows 4 and 5 ([Figure 1B,D,F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Second, in the embryo there are two lines of cells between the tendon cells, while in the larva the tendon cells are separated by three lines of cells. Third, in the embryo, the P compartment is two cells wide, but it becomes about four cells wide in the larva ([Figure 1A,B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These changes occur prior to the L2 stage and clearly involve a reorganisation of the cells that gives a substantial increase in length, along the anteroposterior axis ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, in spite of this cell rearrangement, the cuticular pattern is very similar in all the three larval stages ([Figure 1E,F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); suggesting that some cells must be reallocated to different fates during the transition from the embryo to the L2 larva.

We have quantified the arrangement and number of cells, studying individuals during embryogenesis and revisiting the same individuals as pre-L3 larvae. Other individuals were studied as pre-L2 larvae. The number of cells in a defined rectangular portion of the segment remained constant in all three stages at a mean of about 73 cells ([Figure 2C--F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that the epidermal cells do not divide or die. In the embryo, the average number of lines of cells found in the anteroposterior axis of this portion was about 14 but it increased to 18 in the pre-L2 larva and remained unchanged thereafter and up to the pre-L3 stage ([Figure 2C--F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the proportions of a fixed rectangular region of the segment changed between embryo and the pre-L3 larva. The ratios of the lengths of the anteroposterior to mediolateral axes were compared; there was a large change in the shape of this rectangle from the embryo to the L2 and L3 larval stages ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We measured the shape changes separately in the denticulate and naked cuticle; the cells in these two regions rearranged in a similar way, each one increasing by roughly 2 cells in the anteroposterior axis (data not shown).

Thus, both ways of describing the rearrangement of the cells argue that, between the L1 and L2 larval stages, the ventral epithelial cells converge into the midline and extend in the anteroposterior axis. This mode of cell rearrangement is found in many systems and is known as convergent extension (reviewed in [@bib25]; [@bib47]).

How exactly do the cells rearrange? {#s2-3}
-----------------------------------

To investigate in more detail how the cells rearrange, we induced clones soon after the time of cellularisation in the embryo and found these usually divided one to two times during late embryogenesis, giving rise to small clones of marked cells ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We then followed individual clones during the next two larval stages ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To track the cells in the clones we needed to number the lines of cells (in roman numerals) to distinguish them from the rows of denticles that they contribute to (see [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, 'Materials and methods'). For example, a marked cell might divide and label three cells that belong to line III in the embryo; all such cells would form pre-denticles of row 3. This clone could then be revisited in the pre-L3 to see if the same three cells were still forming row 3 pre-denticles in the larva and ask whether the disposition of these cells in the larva differed from the earlier arrangement in the embryo.10.7554/eLife.01569.005Table 1.Summary of all clones analysed in both embryo and L3 of the same individual**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01569.005](10.7554/eLife.01569.005)Clone \#12345678910ELELELELELELELELELEL−I22 **−I**22 **−I**44 **−I**22 **−I**44 **−I**22 **−I**11 **−I**44 **−I**44 **−I**44 **−I**I41 **I'**41 **I'**31 **I'**31 **I'**42 **I'** \*41 **I'**31 **I'**41 **I'**41 **I'**42 **I'** \*3 **I**3 **I**2 **I**2 **I**2 **I**3 **I**2 **I**3 **I**3 **I**2 **I**II44 **T1**33 **T1**33 **T1**33 **T1**22 **T1**22 **T1**44 **T1**22 **T1**44 **T1**22 **T1**III11 **III**22 **III**22 **III**33 **III**11 **III**44 **III**11 **III**22 **III**11 **III**22 **III**IV43 **IV'**42 **IV'**31 **IV'**22 **IV'**43 **IV'**11 **IV'**42 **IV'**31 **IV'**31 **IV'**32 **IV'**1 **IV**2 **IV**2 **IV**1 **IV**2 **IV**2 **IV**2 **IV**1 **IV**V22 **T2**22 **T2**33 **T2**22 **T2**22 **T2**33 **T2**33 **T2**22 **T2**22 **T2**22 **T2**VI22 **VI**11 **VI**11 **VI**22 **VI**11 **VI**11 **VI**22 **VI**11 **VI**22 **VI**22 **VI**VII5**5 VII**22 **VII**22 **VII**11 **VII**11 **VII**22 **VII**44 **VII**11 **VII**11 **VII**22 **VII**+VII22 **+VII**11 **+VII**22 **+VII**22 **+VII**22 **+VII**44 **+VII**44 **+VII**44 **+VII**22 **+VII**55 **+VII**[^1]10.7554/eLife.01569.006Figure 3.Cells rearrange and change both identity and polarity during larval development.(**A**--**D**) Four individuals are shown; on the left as embryos (**A**--**D**) while the right column shows the same four individuals as pre-L3 larvae (**A'**--**D'**). The drawings indicate the disposition of the cells of each marked clone (apical profiles filled in green) in the individual embryo and larva respectively. Clones were induced with *sry*.FLP in the blastoderm stage, studied in the later embryo in the pre-L1 stage and then revisited in the pre-L3. The cells of the clones are marked with cherry::moesin (red cell membranes and pre-denticles), stinger::GFP and Cd8::GFP. All the cells, clone and non-clone are marked with utrp::GFP (pre-denticles are labelled in green) and DE-cad::tomato (cell outlines labelled in red). Numbers I--VII indicate the lines of cells while numbers 1--7 mark the rows of pre-denticles in the embryo (green digits) and the larva (red digits). The cells labelled with single black dots are the T1 tendon cells. Scale bars are 10 µm. (**A**--**A'**) Clone of four cells. In the embryo, cells of the clone mark pre-denticles of row 1. In the larva (**A'**), cells mark pre-denticles of both row 0 (1 cell) and row 1 (3 cells). (**B**--**B'**) Clone of two cells. In the pre-L1 embryo, cells in the clone mark pre-denticles of row 2. In the pre-L3 larva (**B'**), the same cells are the tendon cells. No pre-denticles are marked in the larva. (**C**--**C'**) Clone of two cells. In the embryo, cells in the clone mark pre-denticles of row 3 while in the larva the same two cells mark pre-denticles of row 2. (**D**--**D'**) Four marked cells in the denticle belt. In the embryo, two cells mark pre-denticles of row 4 and in the larva these same cells mark pre-denticles of row 3. In the embryo two cells make pre-denticles of row 5 and are, presumably, tendon cells. In the larva these same cells make frank T2 tendon cells. Note the tendon cells are small with smaller nuclei, presumably of lower polytenic values than the epidermal cells. Note in Figure **D'** that there is a muscle from the adjacent more anterior segment labelled with utrp::GFP and that this muscle attaches to a T1 cell, the most anterior cell of the segment---exactly as in the adult (see [@bib26]). See further cases of clones in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01569.006](10.7554/eLife.01569.006)

The number of cells per clone varied between one and four, or rarely five, ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and other clones studied but not included therein) and, for each clone (n = 121), this number did not change significantly between the embryo (n = 404 cells) and the pre-L3 larva (n = 410); confirming that cell divisions and cell death, if any, are rare in the larval epidermis. In our opinion this small inconsistency is due to recording error, caused by weaker staining in the embryo. The lack of any epidermal cell death was confirmed by means of a caspase marker. The Apoliner marker stains apoptotic cells in embryos of stage 15 as previously reported ([@bib2]) and we found no cell death in the epidermis of L1 or L3 larvae (data not shown).

Single clones never extended across the ventral midline that divides left from right, presumably because any clone begins with a single cell that can only be on one side of the presumptive mesoderm. Remarkably, in the embryonic denticle belts, the constituent cells of every one of those clones were arranged in a line, parallel to the mediolateral axis. Note also that the cells in the denticulate area are strongly elongated in the mediolateral axis and closely packed. However, clones that were located in the naked cuticular region between the denticle belts tended to be much less aligned. Also, the cells in the naked area, while still somewhat elongated in the mediolateral axis, were more isodiametric than those in the denticulate regions ([Figures 2E and 4C](#fig2 fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Observations on the embryo do not appear to show any preferred orientation in the mitoses ([@bib6]; [@bib35]). Perhaps the denticulate cells become aligned after they have been formed and, if so, it is intriguing that this movement is localised to only part of the segment.10.7554/eLife.01569.007Figure 4.Some informative clones shown in embryo and pre-L3.(**A**) A two-celled clone in lines--I and I of the embryo. Only the larval cell I exhibits pre-denticles. There is a line of cells I' (unlabelled) in between lines--I and I in the larva. (**B**) A five-celled clone in line VII, it makes row 7 denticles in the embryo and row 6 denticles in the larva. (**C**) A four-celled clone that is in the naked cuticle posterior to line VII; this clone is not stretched out in the mediolateral axis, as the denticulate clones are. T1 tendon cells are labelled with black dots and T2 with red dots.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01569.007](10.7554/eLife.01569.007)

Clone tracking demonstrated that the epithelial cells shift during postembryonic development and change their neighbours. This was particularly clear in clones within lines I and IV. Look, for example at [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}: in the late embryo the clone consists of 4 cells belonging to line I, they are arranged side by side along the mediolateral axis and all form row 1 denticles, pointing forwards. Later, in L3, we see the same clone of four cells but now one cell has stepped out of line relative to the remaining three; this cell now becomes part of line I' and makes denticles of row 0. In every case any shift in the cells was anteriorwards: for example the cells from line IV in the embryo contributed about equally to denticle rows 3 and 4 in the L3 larva ([Figures 3D and 5](#fig3 fig5){ref-type="fig"})---observations arguing that line IV cells in the embryo are the source of the extra line of cells (IV') that is found between the two rows of muscle attachments in the larva. Line III, VI and VII do not rearrange but they do move forwards relative to the pattern (see 'Cells change both identity and polarity'). The other lines of cells are stable: cell lines II and V are the tendon cells, sites of muscle attachments in the embryo; in the larva they continue to be muscle attachments ([Figure 3B,D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, as summarised in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the clones show that, of the cells producing denticles, many change their positions relative to the pattern as they develop from embryo to larva. Also it is clear that all cell lines do not contribute equally to convergent extension, some cell lines turn into two cell lines in the larva, others make only one.10.7554/eLife.01569.008Figure 5.Summary of the embryo-to-larva transition.(**A**) Diagram showing the studied 9 lines of cells (green roman numerals) and rows of denticles (green arabic numerals) in the embryo and the rows of larval cells and denticles they produce in the larva (numerals in red). Both denticle rows 0 and 1 in the larva arise from line I cells of the embryo. Also, a small percentage of these line I cells contribute to line I' but make no denticles. Both rows 3 and 4 of the larva come from line IV cells in the embryo. II and V lines of cells are the tendon cells responsible for muscle attachments in the embryo that make tendon cell lines T1 and T2 in the larva. Cells of line VI and VII in the embryo produce denticles of row 5 and 6 respectively in the larva. The diameter of the circles indicates the proportion of the cells involved, for example 30% of all line I cells contribute to row 0 in the larva. (**B**) The changes between embryo and larva. Lines of cells both in front of and behind the denticles are shown. Cells shown in blue belong to the posterior compartment. Some cells of lines I and IV cells move anteriorly to form lines I' and IV', respectively. Line VII cells produce row 6 denticles in the larva.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01569.008](10.7554/eLife.01569.008)

Clones within the naked cuticle behave differently; first, they are usually roundish or elongated in the anteroposterior axis (not in the mediolateral axis as are the denticulate clones); second, the clones do not change much in overall shape between the embryo and L3. However, any changes of fate would be difficult to detect as we do not have useful markers for cell fate in that region of the cuticle. The measurements mentioned above argue that there is also cell rearrangement in the naked cuticle. The only useful signpost is the row of tendon cells present near the posterior end of the A compartment.

Cells change both identity and polarity {#s2-4}
---------------------------------------

We have seen that individual epithelial cells can contribute to one row of denticles in the embryo and to another in the larva. Nearly 30% of line I cells, which all form row 1 denticles in the late embryo and L1, moved forward to contribute to line I' and most of these produced row 0 denticles in L2 and L3 ([Figures 3A and 5](#fig3 fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Are all the row 0 denticles made by cells that originated from line I in the embryo? To test we looked at those line I' larval cells that do not make denticles. It is possible that any denticle-free gaps in the larval row 0 could be due to line I' cells in the larva, if they originated from line --I in the embryo. We therefore checked the fate of 29 line --I cells and asked if any went on to make denticles of row 0 (or row 1) in L2 and L3. None of these cells made denticles in the larva and none joined line I' in the larva ([Figures 5 and 4A](#fig5 fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). It appears therefore that all the row 0 denticles in line I' of the larva originate from cells that made row 1 denticles; they appear to 'remember' their embryonic propensity to form denticles, even though the larval denticles they make are distinct from those of row 1. Even so, of 12 cells originating in line I (that made row 1 denticles in the embryo and became line I' in the larva), 2 failed to make denticles in the larva. So not every cell 'remembers'.

The most striking evidence for change of identity came from line IV cells. Some individual line IV cells made row 4 denticles in the L1 stage but row 3 denticles in L2 and L3 ([Figures 3D and 5](#fig3 fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Row 4 denticles point forwards and row 3 denticles point backwards. These cases prove that an identified epidermal cell, even as it grows in size and increases its DNA content without division, can undergo a change in overt polarity during normal larval development. In an experimental situation involving ectopic expression of Dachsous, it was possible to change the polarity of epidermal cells as they developed through the larval stages ([@bib38]), but a change of polarity as a normal part of development has neither been suspected nor found before.

Regarding the other lines of cells: cells from lines III, VI and VII were found to produce distinct types of denticles at different stages of development: line III cells made only row 3 denticles in L1 but all made row 2 denticles in L3 ([Figures 3C and 5](#fig3 fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly cells from lines VI and VII that made rows 6 and 7 denticles in the embryo made rows 5 and 6 denticles in the larva ([Figures 3C, 4 and 5](#fig3 fig4 fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus their identities change and with a particular bias; for they all make more anterior pattern elements in the larva than they did in the embryo. Cells from lines II and V make row 2 and 5 denticles in the embryo but they do not make denticles at all in the larval stages ([Figures 3B,D and 5](#fig3 fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In so far as denticle position, size and polarity are tokens of cell identity, then these observations prove that single cells change their identity during normal development. Furthermore, the results argue for the existence of supracellular systems that act continuously to maintain a stable cuticular pattern in spite of considerable rearrangement of the cells ([@bib11]; [@bib24]; [@bib1]).

How do tendon cells stop producing denticles? {#s2-5}
---------------------------------------------

In order to maintain the same denticle pattern, the cells must compensate for changes in the behaviour of the tendon cells: we have shown that, although the embryonic tendon cells produce denticles ([@bib23]), the larval tendon cells do not. The instruments of this change are unknown. It may be relevant however that the expression of the *stripe* (*sr*) gene, that drives the differentiation of tendon cells, has two isoforms expressed at different times ([@bib45]). The embryonic tendon cells express the B isoform of *sr*. Later, in the pre-L1 stage, when the muscles have already attached to the tendon cells and the pre-denticles have been formed, the tendon cells begin to express also the *srA* isoform ([@bib19]; [@bib4]; [@bib46]). Perhaps the expression of *srA* could change the nature of the tendon cells? To test we expressed *srA* and *srB* prematurely and ectopically in the early embryo in clones and found that the early expression of either of these forms failed to block the formation of pre-denticles and denticles in L1. However, in the larva, cells in those clones over-expressing either SrA or SrB acquired the actin palisades characteristic of muscle-attached tendon cells in L3 ([Figure 1B,D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and did not form any denticles ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). One simple interpretation is that, although *sr* expression allows denticle formation in the embryo, it blocks denticle formation in the larva.10.7554/eLife.01569.009Figure 6.Clones expressing the *stripe* gene block L2 and L3 denticle formation.(**A**--**A''**) Two clones (labelled with cherry::moesin and Cd8::GFP) in adjacent segments in one individual make denticles in pre-L1 but no denticles in L3. The B isoform of *sr* is expressed in these clones which are found in the row 3 of the fourth and the row 4 of the fifth abdominal segments. (**B**--**B'**) One clone expressing the A isoform of *sr* in the embryo makes denticles in rows 2 to 4 of the sixth abdominal segment, but makes no denticles in the larva. The denticle rows are disturbed in this case.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01569.009](10.7554/eLife.01569.009)

How plastic are the cell identities? {#s2-6}
------------------------------------

Our results do not argue for complete lability in cell identities. For example, it would be unexpected, if, in normal development, a cell were to change from A to P identity. Indeed there is no case of cells producing row 2 (A compartment) in the embryo that make row 1 denticles (P compartment) in the larva, even though this would only require a small anteriorwards shift in cell fate, as happens to other lines of cells.

How to define PCP when polarities can change? {#s2-7}
---------------------------------------------

Our results raise queries about the stability of PCP. What do we conclude if the polarity of a cell changes during development? In *Drosophila* many experiments suggest that an individual cell's polarity is not imposed by pervasive forces but depends, locally, on its interactions with its neighbours. For example, wild type cells that are adjacent to a nascent clone of cells lacking the *frizzled* gene form hairs of reversed polarity ([@bib21]). Now we report changes, during normal development, in the polarity of larval cells that do not divide. In both cases it is likely that polarity of a cell is driven by interactions with contacting cells. During development from embryo to larva, we have shown that cells, as a consequence of rearrangement, acquire new neighbours. Moreover, if these new neighbours were to present different amounts of Dachsous or Fat on their abutting membranes, this would lead to different arrangements of heterodimers and consequent polarity changes ([@bib29]; [@bib7]; [@bib38]).

Row nomenclature {#s2-8}
----------------

Our kind reviewers have asked us to review how we name the denticle rows and to consider alternative nomenclatures. The naming of the rows is done objectively in both L1 and L2/3 but a comparison between the stages is open to various interpretations. Comparison is problematic because we have shown that two lines of cells that make denticles in L1 do not make denticles in L2/3. Since the number of denticle rows is about the same in all three larval stages, it follows that the two replacement denticular rows in L2/3 must be made by cells that either did not have denticular identity in L1, or by cells that contributed to different denticle rows in L1.

First, we name the denticle rows according to their position in the series of rows, with some input from interpretation. For example, in L2/3, we name the extra row at the front, row 0 because of its position *vis*-à-*vis* the compartment border and because it is one row anterior to row 1---row 1 is itself the most posterior row in the P compartment in all larval stages and was named long ago and extensively studied in the developing L1 ([@bib13]). Row 2 is so named because it is the next row after row 1. Row 2 in L1, as we and others ([@bib10]) have described, is made by the tendon cells, T1. But we show here that, in L2/3, the second row of denticles we now call row 2 is made by the cells lying posterior to T1, and the clones show indubitably that the cells that make this row in L2/3 are different from those that made row 2 in L1. Row 3 is named as the next row back from row 2 in both L1 and L2/3 and and the other rows in sequence, up to and including row 7. Second, the rows are named because of their characteristics. In L1, the rows differ in polarity and also in structure. In L1, most of the denticles are similar, although variable, sizes, but row 5 has clearly larger denticles. However in L2/L3 the rows are more individually sized and can be distinguished on those grounds (e.g., row 3 denticles are small and row 5 denticles particularly large, see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition we name the rows because of their polarity; the denticles of rows 0, 1 and 4 point forward in all larval stages.

The problems arise when one compares row numbers in L1 with those in L2/3: for example one reviewer questioned our nomenclature and proposed that maybe row 2 of L1 is not made in L2/3, so what we are calling row 2 in L2/3 is more homologous to row 3 (of L1) than row 2 (of L1). But if we were to rename our row 2 'row 3' in L2/3 (as he/she suggests) then we would have to rename the more posterior rows and if we were to do that then 'row 5' in L2/3 would point forwards (as row 4 does in all larval stages in our nomenclature) and 'row 6' in L2/3 would have the largest denticles (like row 5 in all larval stages in our nomenclature). These inconsistencies argue against using the reviewer's alternative nomenclature; in our view all the characteristics of the different denticle rows should be used as objectively as possible to help name them.

Evolution and the conservation of pattern {#s2-9}
-----------------------------------------

The functional outcome of the developmental processes we describe is the segmented pattern of denticle bands. This pattern appears to be important for crawling ([@bib12]) and therefore, presumably, for function. If so, it needs to be conserved not only during the evolution of species ([@bib31]) but also in all the three larval stages of each species. However, conflicting with this need, is the fundamental and atavistic process of convergent extension that, necessarily, causes cell rearrangement. This conflict is resolved by the use of supracellular mechanisms, mechanisms that can build a fixed pattern in a shifting and labile cell population ([@bib11]; [@bib24]; [@bib1]). To achieve the same final pattern in spite of cell rearrangement it becomes necessary to drive, as we have found, changes in individual cell identity. We believe that the *Drosophila* embryo is exceptional because, throughout the growth of these *Diptera*, the epidermal cells are neither dividing nor dying. This makes our finding that individual cells become reallocated to different fates and polarities particularly eloquent.

The ability of developmental processes to conserve pattern in a changing cellular constitution is emphasised when related species are compared. In classic work with the development of the vulva in nematode species, ([@bib15]; reviewed in [@bib41]) showed how two similar species build a common structure by contrasting molecular and cellular mechanisms. Illustrating again that the pressure of selection acts directly on the outcome but only indirectly on the mechanisms of development.

Materials and methods {#s3}
=====================

Mutations and transgenes {#s3-1}
------------------------

Flies were reared at 25°C in standard food. The Flybase ([@bib30]) entries of the relevant constructs used in this work are the following: *en.GAL4*: *Scer/GAL4*^*en-e16E*^; *sr.GAL4*: *sr*^*md710*^; *DE-cad::GFP*: *shg*^*Ubi-p63E.T:Avic\\GFP-rs*^; *DE-cad::tomato*: *shg*^*KI.T:Disc\\RFP-tdTomato*^; *sqh.utrp::GFP*: *Hsap\\UTRN*^*sqh.T:Avic\\GFP-EGFP*^; *UAS.cherry::moesin*: *Moe*^*Scer\\UAS.P\\T.T:Disc\\RFP-mCherry*^; *UAS.stinger::GFP*: *Avic\\GFP*^*Stinger.Scer\\UAS.T:nls-tra*^; *UAS.srA*: *sr*^*A.Scer\\UAS*^; *UAS.srB*: *sr*^*b.Scer\\UAS*^. *tub\>stop\>GAL4*: *P{GAL4-αTub84B(FRT.CD2).P*}; *UAS.Cd8::GFP*: *Mmus\\Cd8a*^*Scer\\UAS.T:Avic\\GFP*^. *UAS.Apoliner*: *P{UAS-Apoliner}5*. *Act.GAL4*: *P{Act5C-GAL4}17bFO1*.

Experimental genotypes {#s3-2}
----------------------

([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) *w; DE-cad::tomato/en.GAL4; UAS.cherry::moesin/utrp::GFP*.([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) *w; DE-cad::tomato, utrp::GFP; sr.GAL4/UAS.cherry::moesin*.([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) *w; DE-cad::tomato utrp::GFP/CyO*.([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) *w; DE-cad::GFP/utrp::GFP*.([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) *w; tub\>stop\>GAL4 UAS.GFP utrp::GFP/DE-cadherin::tomato UAS.stinger::GFP;UAS.cherry::moesin/sry.FLP*.([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) *w; tub\>stop\>GAL4 UAS.cd8::GFP utrp::GFP/UAS.SrA (or UAS.SrB); UAS.cherry::moesin/sry.flp*.

Clone induction {#s3-3}
---------------

A transgene expressing FLP specifically at the blastoderm stage was created by placing the *sry-alpha* promoter (−331 to +130) ([@bib40]) upstream of a cDNA encoding FLP ([@bib20]). Transgenic flies were obtained by P-element transformation. Several such transgenes were recombined with *tub\>stop\>GAL4* and *P{UAS-GFP*^*S65T*^*.nls}* ([@bib32]) and a combination that gave a useful frequency of clones was selected for further work. The *sry-alpha* promoter is only expressed for about 15 min during cellularisation ([@bib39]). Clones are therefore expected to be induced before or after the first blastoderm division, which follows cellularisation. Since most clones comprised 4 cells and since epidermal cells divide three times on average ([@bib43]; [@bib16]), it appears that clones were mostly induced soon after the first blastoderm division.

Stage 15 embryos with clones of 1--4 cells in the abdominal segments A2--A6 were mounted in a drop of Voltalef 10S oil on a microscope slide and imaged using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. The embryos were subsequently removed, kept at 25°C on an agar plate with fresh yeast paste and reexamined 48--60 hr later (i.e., in pre-L3 or early L3 stages). To identify the lines of cells labelled, we used a combination of features: the number of rows of pre-denticles, the localisation of the tendon cells and the distinct types of pre-denticles specific for each row. For example, some III cells that did not completely align with each other were still scored as III cells based on their position relative to the tendon cells and also on the size and number of their pre-denticles---usually in the larva, III cells make about four big pre-denticles, whereas cells of line IV tend to form more denticles per cell, but of smaller size.

Quantification of cells in embryo and larva {#s3-4}
-------------------------------------------

A quadrilateral *abcd* was drawn using as reference the ventral papillae *a'b'c'd'* whose sides *ac* and *bd* line up with the P/A boundary between the third and fourth and the fourth and fifth abdominal segments respectively ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Around 10 straight lines were then drawn between and perpendicular to the lines *ac* and *bd*. The number of cells intersected by these lines was counted and the average of the ten lines used to estimate the number of cells in the A/P axis ([Figure 4F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We also measured separately the number of cells in the denticular region (rows 1 to 7 in the embryo and 0 to 6 in the larva) as well as the cells forming the naked cuticle between two denticle belts (comprising the posterior half of the A compartment plus the anterior half of the P compartment in the same segment). For the total number of cells we counted the cells that were, entirely or partially, inside the quadrilateral. For statistical analysis we used the R programming language and software environment ([@bib37]).
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eLife posts the editorial decision letter and author response on a selection of the published articles (subject to the approval of the authors). An edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the substantive concerns or comments; minor concerns are not usually shown. Reviewers have the opportunity to discuss the decision before the letter is sent (see [review process](http://elife.elifesciences.org/review-process)). Similarly, the author response typically shows only responses to the major concerns raised by the reviewers.

Thank you for sending your work entitled "Plasticity of both planar cell polarity and cell identity during the development of *Drosophila*" for consideration at *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by a Senior editor and 3 reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors.

The Reviewing editor and the other reviewers discussed their comments before we reached this decision, and the Reviewing editor has assembled the following comments to help you prepare a revised submission.

Overall, the reviewers felt that the elegant technique and the demonstration that cells change their morphology during different stages of development was of broad interest. The technique is clever -- they induced clones with sryFLP and marked cells of clones with *cherry::moesin*, *singer::GFP* and *Cd8::GFP*. All cells were marked with *utrp::GFP* and *DE-cad::tomato*. This allows an excellent resolution of cell outlines and following clone fates. Using this approach for clone tracking, they discovered that epithelial cells shift during postembryonic development, and that cells shift anterior wards. Their finding that a row of cells repolarizes is quite interesting.

However, there were several points that require clarification, and more experiments needed to support (or modify) some of the authors' conclusions.

1\) The authors state that the number of cells in a defined portion of a segment remains constant at all three stages, which they say confirms that epidermal cells do not divide or die. While this might be the case, this observation does not prove that mechanism -- it could also be true that some cells die and are replaced. The manuscript would be improved if some evidence such as caspase staining or BrdU incorporation was added. More information about clones between the denticle belts could also be informative. The authors may already have this data. The assumption that there is no division is based on 83 clones that are largely within the denticle belts -- do clones between the belts behave the same way? The evidence for CE is based upon the increased number of cells rows (presumably between the denticle belts) from embryo to larva. This could occur through cell division, but if a significant number of clones between the denticle belts show no change in cell number, then the evidence for CE would be stronger

Also, clones between the denticle belts would be expected to change shape between embryo and larva if CE occurs -- could this analysis be done? The major shape change in the ventral epidermis seems to take place in the late embryo ([Figure 2 C, (B)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, but it is the change from late embryo to larva ([Figure 2 B, D, (E)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} i.e. quantified: why?

2\) While row IV cells clearly change their polarity (when they form row IV\'; see schematic [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), it is less clear if other rows clearly change their polarity or fate. For example, embryonic row 2 will form the larval T1 cells and row III cells will form denticle belt 2, which the authors consider a fate change. An alternative interpretation is that embryonic denticle belt 2 is lost (i.e., tendon cells simply stop to make denticles after the molt) and what appears as larval denticle belt 2 is actually embryonic (and larval) denticle belt 3. Similarly, larva could just stop having a denticle belt 5 (T2 cells) and what looks like larval belts 5 and 6 could actually be larval belts 6 and 7 (i.e., belt 5 ceases to exist). This alternative model should be discussed.

3\) The authors observe cells changing fate from row 4 to row 3 between L1 and L2 instars resulting in a reversal of denticle orientation. They state that a 'change of polarity as a normal part of development has neither been suspected nor found before'. However, earlier in the manuscript they describe a (previously reported) change in polarity during normal embryonic development in row 1 and 4 cells, as predenticles point to the posterior, but mature denticles point to the anterior. There seems to be a contradiction here that the authors should address.

4\) The studies on SrA and SrB need more links to either upstream regulation or downstream targets in order to be informative as to the mechanisms underlying the changes in cell identity. The 'supracellular systems' underlying the proposed global re-patterning between larval stages are not investigated, nor (perhaps surprisingly) is any model proposed. This could be considered a shortcoming of the manuscript, and should at least be addressed in the text.

5\) A problem in this field at present is the inconsistent definition of PCP in denticle cells. It has been defined by both predenticle location and denticle hook orientation. However, it seems that these two properties are not tightly coupled either during normal development or in experimental situations, and so cannot substitute for each other. This situation contrasts with the *Drosophila* wing, for example, where prehair location and hair orientation seem tightly coupled. Changes in hair polarity in wing cells appear to be consistently preceded by changes in prehair location. This difference makes comparisons between findings on PCP in the embryo/larva with those in adult tissues problematic. I recommend that the authors clarify which specific aspect of cell polarity (denticle orientation, predenticle location) they are discussing, rather than just referring to 'cell polarity' or 'PCP'.

6\) One view of PCP refers to a cell's perception of its orientation within a tissue, that is, where it 'thinks' anterior, posterior etc are located. Therefore, when a cell's PCP is altered, it is either because it no longer knows where anterior/posterior are, or, for example, it has confused anterior with posterior. In this worldview, the cell fate change from a row 4 cell to a row 3 cell does not appear to be a change in PCP (despite the change in denticle orientation), as the cell seems always to know the correct direction of anterior and posterior. Please address this in the revised manuscript.

7\) An unrelated point that the authors might discuss is where all the cells in larval rows 3 and 4 originate. It appears that the population of cells within one embryonic row normally makes a single larval row. The exception is embryonic row 4, which generates both larval rows 3 and 4. Without cell division, how is a single embryonic row able to populate two larval rows? Cell numbers between larval rows do not appear (by eye) to differ greatly. Is there another source of cells for larval rows 3 and 4?

\[Editors\' note: further clarifications were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled "Plasticity of both planar cell polarity and cell identity during the development of *Drosophila*" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article is now acceptable except for a minor addition to the Discussion. All of the reviewers felt that the Discussion should at least add a paragraph addressing/dismissing the alternative model raised by the reviewers (even if that interpretation is not favored by the authors in the text).

*Reviewer 1 comments*:

My main concern with the authors' revisions is that they do not adequately address the alternative interpretation of their data proposed by the reviewers in point (2). The authors state that the reviewers' model is 'inviable'; however, I believe that their own interpretation has some problems, and the reviewers' model may be the more parsimonious. From the paper: "line III cells made only row 3 denticles in L1 but all made row 2 denticles in L3. Similarly cells from lines VI and VII that made rows 6 and 7 denticles in the embryo made rows 5 and 6 denticles in the larva. Thus their identities change and with a particular bias; for they all make more anterior pattern elements in the larva than they did in the embryo". So the authors show that line III cells make row 3 denticles in L1, but row 2 denticles in L3. They call this a change in identity, presumably because 'row 3' cells have become 'row 2' cells (the name has changed). However, in both L1 and L3, line III cells are two cells posterior to the compartment boundary, immediately posterior to a tendon cell and produce a posterior pointing denticle. How is the identity changed? In what way have the cells taken a 'more anterior' identity? Similar questions can be asked about the identity of Line VI and VII cells.

I think the distinction between the authors' view and the reviewers' model is important. The authors' view, in which most cells within the denticle belt change to a more anterior identity between L1 and L3, would indeed suggest the involvement of supracellular mechanisms that can redefine cell identity across the denticle belt. In contrast, the reviewers' model would only require local changes in cell morphology, for example, tendon cells stop producing denticles, that would probably not require supracellular patterning mechanisms. I think the authors should discuss the reviewers\' model further rather than labeling it inviable.

*Reviewer 2 comments*:

I am still not convinced that some of the cells really change their fate rather than just stop making denticles. It looks to me as if larval denticle belts 5 and 6 thus could actually be larval belts 6 and 7 (i.e., belt 5 ceases to exist). Although the authors consider this idea 'inviable', it is, in my view, plausible (I think I understand the power of cell tracking using clones). Perhaps this discussion is semantic and due to different ideas of cell fate (i.e., is any change of how a cell behaves at two different times of development a change in cell fate?). Of course, I agree with the authors that the case for row IV\' cells that revert their polarity with respect to the A/P axis is entirely different.

10.7554/eLife.01569.011

Author response

*1) The authors state that the number of cells in a defined portion of a segment remains constant at all three stages, which they say confirms that epidermal cells do not divide or die. While this might be the case, this observation does not prove that mechanism -- it could also be true that some cells die and are replaced*.

Regarding this point, which we found very constructive, we should reiterate that the *Calypterate* larval epidermis is unusual. If there were divisions in it then that would be a big surprise. These cells reach a high degree of polyteny and noone has ever reported mitosis in, and they have been studied by many people who were interested, who observed, did Feulgen staining and live imaging. For example Wagner (1951) and [@bib34] for *Calliphora*. However the reviewer does have a point in that our studies show that the cell rearrangement occurs during the first larval instar and that period has been little studied, even though it is known ([@bib34]) that the cells are diploid at hatching from the egg.

However, regardless of what has gone before we submit that our own observations clinch the matter: in this paper we have followed many individual epidermal cells in the reported (and unreported) clones all the way from embryo to L3 and from around 400 cells there are only few changes in the cell number in a clone: in a couple of cases we "lost" a cell and only in five clones we "gained" cells. In both cases we suspect recording errors. This evidence is much more definitive than any previous observations.

*The manuscript would be improved if some evidence such as caspase staining or BrdU incorporation was added*.

This has been well done by others: BrdU studies are reported in Britton and Edgar (1998), they reveal that at any time most epidermal the cells are synthesising DNA; this result tells that the cells are becoming more and more polytene. No mitoses were reported.

In response to this request we have added a brief study with a new live marker for caspase We have found that the Apoliner marker stains apoptotic cells in embryos as previously reported ([@bib2]) and throughout the late embryo; we observed no cell death in the epidermis of L1 or in later larval stages. In the embryos apoptosis was detected in the CNS, as expected.

It is relevant that, so as far as we know, no one has reported cell death in the larval epidermis.

We submit our method of checking for cell loss is superior to previous ones because we have followed individual identified cells throughout the whole larval period, and found all those cells survived and did not divide. As they are a fair sample of all the epidermal cells, we submit that they are telling us the answer unequivocally but see below for further work with more clones.

*More information about clones between the denticle belts could also be informative. The authors may already have this data. The assumption that there is no division is based on 83 clones that are largely within the denticle belts -- do clones between the belts behave the same way*?

This suggestion is made by another reviewer below and we agree with it. We have made new experiments and accumulated such clones. We agree with the reviewers that this data strengthens the paper. We have found the clones in the naked cuticle behave somewhat differently from the ones we studied before, that is, like them they do not change in cell number but the clones we studied changed very little in shape. It would appear that the amount of rearrangement is less in this area. One problem with analysing these clones was that we have few cuticular landmarks (like the denticle rows) to use. In response to the reviewers' points, we have measured the changes in cell dimensions in both the denticulate and the naked cuticle and the result argues that the amount of convergent extension is similar in the naked than in the denticulated region.

*The evidence for CE is based upon the increased number of cells rows (presumably between the denticle belts) from embryo to larva. This could occur through cell division, but if a significant number of clones between the denticle belts show no change in cell number, then the evidence for CE would be* *stronger*

*Also, clones between the denticle belts would be expected to change shape between embryo and larva if CE occurs -- could this analysis be done*?

See above: we have now completed these clones and they support our story.

*The major shape change in the ventral epidermis seems to take place in the late embryo (*[*Figure 2 C, B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}*), but it is the change from late embryo to larva (*[*Figure 2 B, D, E*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}*) that is quantified: why*?

The change takes place subsequent to the secretion of the L1 cuticle (before hatching from the egg) but before secretion of the L2 cuticle; this is our finding and it is over this entire period that we have quantified the total cell numbers in a fixed domain.

*2) While row IV cells clearly change their polarity (when they form row IV\'; see schematic* [*Figure 5B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}*), it is less clear if other rows clearly change their polarity or fate. For example, embryonic row 2 will form the larval T1 cells and row III cells will form denticle belt 2, which the authors consider a fate change. An alternative interpretation is that embryonic denticle belt 2 is lost (i.e., tendon cells simply stop to make denticles after the molt) and what appears as larval denticle belt 2 is actually embryonic (and larval) denticle belt 3. Similarly, larva could just stop having a denticle belt 5 (T2 cells) and what looks like larval belts 5 and 6 could actually be larval belts 6 and 7 (i.e., belt 5 ceases to exist). This alternative model should be discussed*.

The clones document what actually happens, cell by cell. So this above "alternative model" is inviable. Indeed we are not providing a "model"; we are providing a description of exactly how the cells in the clone generate the two patterns, the embryonic and the larval. There is no room for ambiguity in this; that is why the clones are so powerful. We see what each cell does in the early and late stages, as we follow each cell as it contributes first to the L1 pattern and then to the L2 or L3 pattern. In the case of the cells making the L1 denticle row 2, these cells also make muscle attachments (tendon cells) in the embryo and later in L2 and L3 these same cells remain as tendon cells but make no denticles.

*3) The authors observe cells changing fate from row 4 to row 3 between L1 and L2 instars resulting in a reversal of denticle orientation. They state that a 'change of polarity as a normal part of development has neither been suspected nor found before'. However, earlier in the manuscript they describe a (previously reported) change in polarity during normal embryonic development in row 1 and 4 cells, as predenticles point to the posterior, but mature denticles point to the anterior. There seems to be a contradiction here that the authors should address*.

This is a good point. In the L1 the predenticles are first oriented (in rows 1 and 4) opposite to the orientation of the denticles the cells later make. This is a fact. So how to digest this fact? We have chosen to describe the polarity of the denticle as indicating PCP of the epidermal cells. We could have chosen the polarity of the predenticle but that would have been a more demanding and idiosyncratic choice, cuticular denticles and hairs have been studied in countless papers and they are the most tangible indicators of polarity. In this paper we have discussed mainly the clones; however, the cellular mechanism of predenticle and denticle formation, and how it differs in L1 from L2 and L3 is interesting, as the reviewer cleverly intuits, but is part of a longer and more detailed paper that we are now preparing for a specialised journal.

*4) The studies on SrA and SrB need more links to either upstream regulation or downstream targets in order to be informative as to the mechanisms underlying the changes in cell identity. The 'supracellular systems' underlying the proposed global re-patterning between larval stages are not investigated, nor (perhaps surprisingly) is any model proposed. This could be considered a shortcoming of the manuscript, and should at least be addressed in the text*.

The underlying 'supracellular mechanisms' that establish the pattern have been extensively studied and published by many others ever since Wieschaus and Nusslein-Volhard's famous genetic screen. These mechanisms establish the segments in the body plan of flies and polarise and pattern the individual segments. For example Hedgehog is made by the posterior compartment of each segment and spreads in to the anterior compartments on either side where it is received by Ptc and Smo. Wg is essential for the patterning, without Wg the denticle belts do not form. In short, there are hundreds of papers on these supracellular mechanisms but they are nearly all concerned with the embryo. While there are good reasons to think that patterning is done in the L2 and L3 by the same mechanisms as the embryo, this is not established. As for the specification of the individual denticle rows there are fewer papers, but those by DiNardo and colleagues and by Alexandre et al., to which we refer, are concerned with the embryo, the development of the L1 cuticle and the mechanisms that contribute to making its 6 rows of denticles.

In addition we have published previously two papers ([@bib7]; [@bib38]) on those mechanisms responsible for denticle identity and particularly polarity in the L2 and L3 stages. But these interesting matters cannot be discussed further here; they could take this relatively short paper and transform it into a long review.

*5) A problem in this field at present is the inconsistent definition of PCP in denticle cells. It has been defined by both predenticle location and denticle hook orientation. However, it seems that these two properties are not tightly coupled either during normal development or in experimental situations, and so cannot substitute for each other*.

We see this inconsistency as a fact that challenges our rather limited perspectives. This is the interest in the abdomen of the adult and the larvae; these atavistic body parts (i.e., the trunk) might make us accept we have a long way to go before we understand planar cell polarity.

*This situation contrasts with the Drosophila wing, for example, where prehair location and hair orientation seem tightly coupled. Changes in hair polarity in wing cells appear to be consistently preceded by changes in prehair location*.

What the reviewer writes here is debatable; in the wing it has been described (Strutt and colleagues) that in various clones and mutant genotypes (such as fz^−^), the prehairs are formed in the centre of the cells and subsequently the hairs are oriented specifically and in whorls. How the hairs process from the cell centre to one side has not been described. Indeed the wing has been presented as a simple system by wing advocates but in truth is also complex. Look for example at the ridges recently studied by Collier's group. They also give a different and if you like "problematic" picture in which the ridges have a different polarity than the hairs.

*This difference makes comparisons between findings on PCP in the embryo/larva with those in adult tissues problematic*.

Quite so, Nature can be irritating in questioning our neat ways of describing her!

*I recommend that the authors clarify which specific aspect of cell polarity (denticle orientation, predenticle location) they are discussing, rather than just referring to 'cell polarity' or 'PCP'*.

We have tried to clarify this, but it is tricky. I hope the paper makes clear what we are looking at (it's always the denticles in this paper). And, in general, one could ask which indicator should be preferred? Localisation of proteins e.g., or is it better to rely on ommatidial chirality, or what about multicellular mammalian hair follicles, or perhaps early actin predenticles or maybe later cuticular protrusions? They are all indicators of polarity as they are anisotropic, in the rare cases when they are in conflict perhaps they should be teaching us something rather than perturbing us!

*6) One view of PCP refers to a cell's perception of its orientation within a tissue, that is, where it 'thinks' anterior, posterior etc are located. Therefore, when a cell's PCP is altered, it is either because it no longer knows where anterior/posterior are, or, for example, it has confused anterior with posterior. In this worldview, the cell fate change from a row 4 cell to a row 3 cell does not appear to be a change in PCP (despite the change in denticle orientation), as the cell seems always to know the correct direction of anterior and posterior. Please address this in the revised manuscript*.

We have discussed this almost vitalistic point between us, and we believe it is interesting. In the case of row 1 and row 4 we have discovered what determines the polarity difference from the other rows, but that is for the forthcoming paper we mention above.

However, there is an important general point raised by this comment. That the thousands of mosaic experiments that have been done, mostly in *Drosophila*, show that the view referred to by the reviewer, that individual cells "know" where the head is, is not correct. Polarity is determined locally by each cell interacting with its neighbours. We could not put this into the Introduction as really this paper is about the relationship between pattern and development and the changing identity (and polarity) of cells. Our paper does not address the view of PCP offered by the reviewer or ask how PCP can be defined. But the reviewer raises some interesting aspects of PCP and we have added a little general discussion of the stability of PCP.

*7) An unrelated point that the authors might discuss is where all the cells in larval rows 3 and 4 originate. It appears that the population of cells within one embryonic row normally makes a single larval row. The exception is embryonic row 4, which generates both larval rows 3 and 4. Without cell division, how is a single embryonic row able to populate two larval rows? Cell numbers between larval rows do not appear (by eye) to differ greatly. Is there another source of cells for larval rows 3 and 4*?

This comment perplexes us as the clones have told the exact answers to these questions. That is what we have been studying in the paper. The cells do not change in total number; they rearrange. As a result there are more rows in the A/P axis and fewer cells in the mediolateral axis. Another complication is that cells that make row 2 in L1 make no contribution to denticle rows in the L2; this means that the cells that make row 2 in L2 and L3 have to be found from the others, and therefore mean that the total number of rows of cells increases in the denticular region by more than the one referred to (embryonic row 4) by the reviewer. In fact the measurement shows an increase of several rows in the A/P axis due to CE ([Figure 2, C-F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). So it is incorrect to think that row 3 and 4 are exceptional in this respect.

\[Editors\' note: further clarifications were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

*Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled "Plasticity of both planar cell polarity and cell identity during the development of Drosophila" for further consideration at* eLife*. Your revised article is now acceptable except for a minor addition to the Discussion. All of the reviewers felt that the Discussion should at least add a paragraph addressing/dismissing the alternative model raised by the reviewers (even if that interpretation is not favored by the authors in the text) \[...\]*.

We have read the reviewers' opinions with interest and in response, and as requested, we have added a new section to the Discussion. This discusses the issues raised by the reviewers, specifically the nomenclature of the denticle rows and some aspects of cell identity. As we are all aware the concepts of cell identity and determination are important but their definitions are not precise; nor do these words mean the same things to different people. And the reviewers are right there are different ways one could define the row numbers and different ways one could describe the results of the clones. We hope that our attempt to discuss these issues will raise the reviewers' points clearly enough, and present our own interpretation also, so that readers will see the several sides of this conundrum. We would be happy to credit the reviewers in this paragraph, if they wish to reveal their identity to us. As of now we must perforce refer to them without names.

We hope the reviewers will be satisfied with what we have written and we thank them for their efforts to make the paper clearer. But we also have a message for the editors: do you not think this discussion in the section we have added ("row nomenclature") is somewhat arcane, and would not that section be better placed in the discussion between authors and reviewers that you also publish?

We have not changed the diagram in [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} because the purpose of that diagram is to show the relationships between the lines of cells that make the denticle rows in L1 and the lines of cells that make the rows in L2/3. As we don't know how the naked cells are related to each other in the different larval stages, we cannot fill in the diagram for the naked cells as we have been asked to do.

[^1]: The row headers at the left show the line of cells in the embryo from which each clone originates. The numbers of cells in each clone are shown in arabic numerals. The locations of these same cells (within the lines of cells) in the larva are highlighted in bold roman numerals. Cells in lines I and IV of the embryo contribute to two separate lines of cells in the larva; within the denticulate region, apart from lines I and IV, each embryonic cell contributes to only one line of cells in the larva. Cells in line --I in the embryo never make denticles in embryo or larva, but we do not know if they contribute to two lines of cells in the larva. However, since the P compartment is made of two lines of cells in the embryo and four lines of cells in the larva, one extra row has to come from somewhere and line --I is the obvious suspect. (\*) Only one these two cells showed denticles in the larva.
